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1. Introduction 

Finance is the science of managing funds, public as well as private, to achieve 

specific objectives, personal or social. Public finance includes the collection of tax 

revenues as well as expenditure by all levels of government, federal, state and local. 

Private finance comprises personal as well as business finance. Public finance serves 

the public interest. Private finance serves private interests.  

Financing may be undertaken using one’s own funds (savings) or other people’s 

funds. Parties that lack surplus funds may utilise other people’s funds. Conventional 

financial intermediaries comprise commercial (retail) banks, investment (wholesale) 

banks, credit unions, insurance companies, as well as mutual, pension and hedge 

funds.  

Islamic financial intermediaries include investment houses, mutual funds, 

cooperatives, and insurance companies (takaful). Islamic finance differs from 

conventional finance by virtue of the fact that income can be earned by investors 

only in the form of profit, rather than interest.  

In Islamic finance investors make funds available to entrepreneurs on the basis 

of risk sharing rather than by means of contracts that confine all risks of business 

enterprise to the entrepreneurs. Loan financing, unlike financing on the basis of risk 

sharing (equity financing), requires borrowers to guarantee not only the periodic 
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payments interest, but also the repayment of the principal amount of the loan. The 

dates on which payments need to be made, as well as the amount of the payments 

are specified in advance.  

These requirements (income and capital guarantees) impose additional burdens 

on borrowers, and expose them to the risk of bankruptcy in case they are unable to 

service their loans and make the promised payments. By contrast, in financing by risk 

sharing the risk of default simply does not arise in the first place, as entrepreneurs 

are required to guarantee neither the income nor the capital of the investors.  

Islamic finance operates in the real sector. Muslim entrepreneurs earn profits by 

selling assets at marked up prices or by forming partnerships in business enterprises. 

Trading or investing in real assets ensures that income is earned in the form of profit 

rather than interest.  

The transfer of capital from those with a surplus of funds to those facing a 

shortage takes place by means of securities. A “security” is similar to a receipt with 

various terms and conditions attached. It is a legally enforceable contract that 

stipulates the rights and obligations of the counterparties.  

Parties in need of funds issue (sell) securities, while parties with surplus funds 

buy (subscribe to) them. Conventional finance utilises two types of securities for 

raising funds: common shares and bonds. Shares enable issuers to raise capital in the 

form of equity, while bonds enable issuers to raise capital in the form of loans (debt). 

Shares and bonds come in a number of different forms, depending on the specific 

features incorporated into a particular structure.1  
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Shares and bonds are traded in the share and credit markets respectively. 

Trading of shares in effect represents the trading of companies, while the trading of 

bonds represents the trading of debt. Prices of securities fluctuate according to 

market conditions.2 Because they are convertible into cash, shares and bonds are 

“liquid” securities.3 Currently, the size of the global bond market is US$82 trillion. By 

contrast, the size of the global share (stock) markets stands at US$44 trillion: “the 

world bond market exceeds the world stock market in size by a factor of nearly 2 to 

1.”4  

While shares and bonds facilitate the channelling of surplus funds (savings) to 

those parties that experience a shortage of capital, they do so in fundamentally 

different ways. The different ways in which they do so in turn have different social 

implications. 

Conventional finance uses both equity and loan financing. Equity financing 

enables risk sharing, while loan financing confines business risks to entrepreneurs. 

There are significant differences between equity and loan financing. Equity financing 

requires investors to take an ownership stake in the enterprises they finance. Loan 

financing does not require lenders to take an ownership stake in the businesses they 

finance with loans.  

The combination of equity and loan financing is known as the “capital structure” 

of a company. Over the years, equity financing has been declining and loan financing 

has been increasing. Currently, the total amount of loan financing globally is 

approximately double that of equity (risk sharing) financing.  
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2. Interest and profit  

The Arabic riba, translated into English as interest or usury, literally means 

“extra” or an “addition.” Interest is an extra amount of money, paid by borrowers to 

creditors in addition to the repayment of the principal amount of a loan. Riba is 

prohibited (haram). This is clear from a definitive (qat’i) verse, “God has permitted 

trade but forbidden usury” (Qur’an 2:275). The cause (illah) of the prohibition is the 

difference between the counter values exchanged. The rationale (hikmah) for the 

prohibition is to realise justice (‘adl).  

Riba is different from profit (ribh). Commonly translated as “profit,” ribh comes 

from the extra amount of money added on top of the cost price of a good or a 

service. This “extra” is known as a “mark-up.” Profit is the difference between total 

revenues and total expenses of a business enterprise. Profit represents 

compensation to the entrepreneur for the effort made and risk taken by bringing a 

product or a service to market. Riba, by contrast, is added not to the cost of a 

product but to a loan of money.  

Riba is mentioned in the Qur’an in 30:39, 4:161, 3:130, 2:275-276, and 278. The 

majority of commentators agree that riba is a sum of money a lender claims from a 

borrower on top of the principal amount of a loan, as a reward for extending the 

loan, or for allowing more time for repayment. It does not matter whether the 

additional amount is small or large; even the smallest amount is still riba because it 

constitutes an “addition.”  

Riba referred to in the Qur’an takes place in the course of lending, and is known 
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as riba al nasi’ah. Despite the fact that the Qur’an draws a clear distinction between 

a sale (al ‘bay) and riba (Qur’an 2:275), according to prophetic traditions riba may 

also arise in the course of trading (buying and selling). This type of riba takes place 

when items of unequal value are exchanged in barter, or when an asset is traded at a 

price that substantially exceeds or falls short of its market value. In trading, riba is 

known as riba al fadl.  

The loan and its repayment with interest constitute an exchange of values. In so 

far as the loan is invariably smaller than the repayment (because the latter includes 

interest), the amounts of money exchanged in a loan at interest are always unequal. 

The smaller amount (the loan) is paid on the spot, while the larger amount 

(repayment) is paid later. Thus, as in a trade where riba takes place, the values 

exchanged in a loan at interest are also unequal.5  

As the counter values exchanged in the two types of riba are unequal, riba may 

be defined as the amount by which one of two counter values exchanged exceeds 

the other counter value, regardless of whether this takes place in lending or in 

trading.  

The injustice of a ribawi transaction – whether this takes place in a loan or in 

sale – arises from the fact that one party gives up a greater value than the 

counterparty.6 In such a transaction, this difference (riba) between the two values is 

transferred from one party to the counterparty. Effectively, the party receiving the 

greater value benefits at the expense of the party receiving the lesser value. In a 

sense, the party receiving the greater value “takes advantage” of the party receiving 

the lesser value. 
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In a conventional loan, a given amount of money is exchanged for another, 

larger amount. The larger amount is invariably delivered (paid) in future. In other 

words, an interest-based loan is a sale of a given amount of money for more money. 

The difference between the two amounts is interest (and a specified period of time).  

Since the total amount of interest paid by a borrower to a creditor over the 

lifetime of some loans (e.g. those extended to finance the purchase of houses) can 

be several times higher than the principal amount of the loan, the two amounts of 

money exchanged (countervalues) may be radically unequal.  

One can hardly help wondering about the fundamental justice or fairness of a 

transaction in which one party gives up so much and the other so little. Under 

normal conditions no one would willingly give up something of much greater value 

for something of much lesser value. Entering a contract with terms skewed so 

dramatically in favour of creditors hardly appears to be in the interest of borrowers.  

Interest-based lending and borrowing also have a significant impact on society. 

Transactions in which one party receives a greater value than the counterparty will, 

over the longer term, produce a community made up of a few very wealthy people 

and a large number of very poor people. This runs counter to the ethos of Islam, 

which emphasises the need to share wealth, rather than concentrate it among a few 

wealthy persons.  

The Qur’an leaves little doubt as to the seriousness of the offence of riba, and 

calls on the believers to give up whatever remains of their demands for riba.7 It 

advises the believers to give time to debtors in difficulty to repay the principal 
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amounts of their debts. Indeed, it recommends forgiving even the principal sums by 

way of charity. In other words, the Qur’an calls for debt forgiveness.8  

The difference between interest and profit arises from the fact that they are 

earned in fundamentally different ways. Interest is earned in the context of lending 

while profit is earned in the context of trading. Profit is earned by taking risk, while 

interest in (collateralised) lending is earned in a risk-free (guaranteed) manner. 

Trading and investment take place in the real economy. Buying and selling meets 

people’s needs. Lending, on the other hand, does not meet people’s needs. Money 

in itself is not useful. While profits have to be earned by active participation in 

economic activity, interest is gained passively, without the participation of lenders in 

the production or distribution process. In the case of collateralised loans, interest is 

earned even without taking risk.  

It is important to maintain the distinction between profit and interest. If this 

distinction is lost, it may become difficult to tell the difference between ribh and riba. 

Without a good understanding of the difference between forbidden riba (interest) 

and permitted ribh (profit), it may be difficult to maintain the compliance of Islamic 

finance and banking with the Shariah, as well as to realise the benefits of Islamic 

finance, such as a more efficient allocation of resources. 

Significant differences also exist between profit and interest as incentives for 

participating in economic activity. These differences have profound effects on how 

resources are allocated in the economy, as well as on how the fruits of economic 

activity are distributed within society. In the case of profits, the effects are positive. 
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In the case of interest, they are harmful.9 

The major difference between interest and profit is that while all profit earned 

by investors depends on and is closely linked to the performance of the business 

enterprise they help to finance, interest income is not linked in any way to the 

performance of a business making use of loan financing.  

The fact that interest payments are not linked to the profitability of the 

businesses financed with loans means that lenders, unlike investors, have no 

incentive to channel resources into projects that offer returns higher than what it 

takes to repay all loans with interest. 

Interest paid to lenders invariably comes from the profits earned by the 

entrepreneurs, with the help of any loans they obtain from lenders. Determining the 

amount of interest paid to lenders before it is known whether any profits have been 

earned in the first place is made possible by the fact that the amount of interest paid 

to lenders does not depend on the magnitude of the profit earned by a given 

business, but rather on the amount of the loan and the rate of interest charged.  

Determining the amount of interest due as a proportion of the loan rather than 

as a proportion of profit makes it easy to determine the amount of interest to be 

paid to lenders. The reason is that the magnitude of the loan, unlike the magnitude 

of profit earned, if any, is always known in advance. 

Because profits are never known in advance, the amount of dividends to be paid 

to investors likewise cannot be known in advance. At best, the magnitude of 

dividends to be paid to investors can only be projected.  
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Because of its harmful effects, eliminating interest as an incentive from 

economic activity can bring significant benefits. These benefits would enhance social 

welfare and ensure higher efficiency which resources are allocated among 

alternative uses.10  

Financing without interest is possible. Globally, approximately one third of 

financing takes place on the basis of risk sharing. Equity financing has been around 

for centuries, even if its proportion out of total financing has declined, especially 

beginning the latter half of the twentieth century.   

A major difference between lending and investment is that borrowers are legally 

obliged to guarantee both the interest and the principal amount of the loan to 

lenders. By contrast, entrepreneurs are obliged to guarantee neither profits nor the 

capital invested. The reason is that unlike lenders, investors are obliged to take risk.  

The need to take risk provides investors with a strong incentive to exercise due 

diligence before investing in any project. Exercising due diligence in turn helps to 

allocate resources more efficiently, as only viable projects will attract funding. 

Borrowing imposes greater burdens on entrepreneurs than raising funds on the 

basis of risk sharing. One reason is that it is not enough for businesses to earn rates 

of profit on borrowed capital that exceed the lending rates. They need to earn 

profits that will enable them to repay the principal during the amortisation period.  

Thus a business that borrows $ 100, 000.00 over a ten-year period at 8% interest 

rate needs to earn approximately 14.5% profit rate on the money borrowed if it is to 

repay the entire loan over a ten-year period with a total of 120 repayments. Yet the 
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average return on equity in developed nations is approximately 13%, which is below 

the level of profits required used in our example.  

Another problem with the “rationing of capital” theory is that it identifies 

profitability with efficiency. As is well known, the most profitable companies are not 

necessarily also the most efficient. Every monopoly is highly profitable yet by no 

means efficient. Monopolies gain higher profits by raising prices and reducing output. 

They are able to do this because they face no competition.  

Conversely, slim profits do not necessarily indicate inefficiency. Every small or 

medium sized business that operates in a highly competitive environment is likely to 

have small profits, precisely because it operates in a highly competitive environment. 

Under the logic of the “rationing of capital” theory, monopolies (de facto the least 

efficient businesses) are the first to qualify to borrow capital, while the most 

efficient businesses, the SMEs, are the last, if they qualify at all. 

In addition, borrowers need to post acceptable collateral, which few small and 

medium sized businesses can provide. This is another reason why small and medium 

enterprises, to say nothing of start-up businesses, are often excluded from loan 

financing. Yet the SMEs provide most of the jobs in the modern economy.11 In this 

way, the results of withholding capital from SMEs include reduced investment and 

higher unemployment.  

Investment can be financed by means of investment for profit (risk sharing) or by 

means of loans (borrowing at interest). The first is interest-free and permitted; the 

latter uses interest to reward providers of capital and is therefore proscribed.12  
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Parties that provide capital to businesses in the equity (share) markets are 

investors. Those that make capital available in the credit markets are lenders. 

Investors and lenders participate in economic activity in significantly different ways.  

The investor is an active participant that takes risk and therefore responsibility 

for his decisions. The lender by contrast is a passive supplier of capital, who takes 

little or no risk, and therefore no responsibility for the relative success or failure of 

the enterprises he helps to finance. In the case of investors, the objectives of 

entrepreneurs and financiers coincide; in the case of lenders, they diverge.  

Common shares are asset-backed securities. The nominal price of a share is 

equal to the net worth of a company (total assets – total liabilities) divided by the 

total number of shares. The value of a share does not include any liabilities in the 

form of debt, as these are excluded from the calculation of the net worth of the 

company when debts are subtracted from the assets of the company.13  

As a rule, financing by means of shares or participatory sukuk is conducive to an 

efficient allocation of resources. “Efficiency” here refers to the allocation of 

resources over the longer term in ways that meet society’s needs without causing 

lingering shortages and surpluses.  

Financing by borrowing at interest, by contrast, is far from efficient in this way. 

On the contrary, financing using interest-based loans reduces the efficiency with 

which resources are allocated. This is evident from the shortages and surpluses 

caused by financing investment using collateralised interest-based lending.  

At the business level, equity financing has significant advantages over loan 
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financing. First, it does not require entrepreneurs to go into debt. Second, equity 

financing requires providers of capital (investors) to share risks with the 

entrepreneurs. This shields entrepreneurs from having to shoulder all the risks of a 

business enterprise.  

The risk of losses provides investors with an incentive to exercise due diligence, 

something that cannot always be taken for granted in collateralised lending. 

Exercising due diligence increases the efficiency of the allocation of resources, as 

projects with poor prospects are unlikely to attract funding.  

Under equity financing, credible proposals will attract more funding than 

projects with uncertain prospects. This helps to prevent waste and thus to increase 

efficiency in the use of resources. Moreover, because it requires capital providers to 

share the risks of business enterprise with entrepreneurs, equity financing is also 

more just than lending at interest.  

Additionally, financing on the basis of risk sharing brings significant benefits at 

the macroeconomic level. These include higher levels of employment resulting from 

an increase in investment; reduced cyclical instability due to lower financing using 

money “created” by financial institutions, and reduced inflation caused by lower 

prices.14 Thus, for the purpose of public policy, it is advisable to promote risk sharing 

as the choice means of financing, while at the same time phasing out financing 

expenditure by borrowing at interest. 

Interest-based lending is generally extended only to parties able to post 

sufficient collateral. In other words, those who need help the most – the poor – do 

not qualify for loans due to their inability to post collateral. The value of the 
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collateral is normally equal to or greater than the amount of the loan. In the event 

that a borrower obtains a loan and is unable to pay it back, the creditor is legally 

entitled take possession of the asset pledged as collateral. By selling the collateral, 

the creditor is able recover the value of the loan. In other words, the requirement 

for the borrower to post collateral eliminates the risk of non-repayment to the 

creditor.  

Those unable to post collateral will be ineligible for loans.15 “Potentially very 

good investments would be passed up if the investor does not have enough 

collateral to guarantee repayment in case of an unfavourable outcome.”16 Start-up 

businesses may find it difficult to obtain bank financing due to their limited ability to 

post collateral. “The current collateral based system for financing business 

effectively locks the poor out of participation…”17 By withholding funding from start-

up businesses due to inability to post collateral, conventional lending institutions 

contribute little to facilitating innovation in business enterprise.  

The (secured) lender takes little risk in making his capital available for a period of 

time to a borrower. He does not make any contribution beyond providing capital, 

such as management expertise, to ensure the success of the business he finances. It 

has been argued that, “Reward should only be given for productive behaviour.”18 In 

what sense, however, does risk-free (collateralised) lending of money at interest, 

which does not require the lender to take any responsibility for the outcome of the 

business enterprise he finances, qualify as productive behaviour that merits being 

rewarded?  

The entrepreneur, in contrast to a lender, has to take risk to earn profit. He 
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needs to take full responsibility for the on-going management and therefore the 

outcome of the business enterprise. The entrepreneur has no guarantee that he will 

earn a profit, or even that he will be able to recover his capital. There is a direct 

correlation between the effort he makes and the reward he earns. 

Entrepreneurs who qualify for loans can maintain loan repayments only as long 

as their businesses generate profits at least equal to, or greater than, the payments 

they need to make to repay their loans (interest plus loan). When profits fall below 

the level necessary to service loans, businesses may fail due to defaulting on their 

loan repayments. Creditors may force such businesses into bankruptcy. This can 

happen despite the fact that the business is still making profits, albeit insufficient to 

cover loan repayments.  

This means that conventional lending can force even profitable businesses into 

bankruptcy. By contrast, this cannot happen to businesses financed by means of 

profit and loss sharing. They should be able to survive periods of low profits as long 

as contributing partners have the commitment to see their business through difficult 

times. This means that, on the whole, the prospects of success and long-term 

viability of enterprises financed on a profit and loss sharing basis are better than 

those financed by debt.  

In collateralised lending the lender’s main concern is the protection of capital. In 

the vast majority of interest-based loans, debtors are required to provide capital and 

interest guarantees. Once the debtors commit themselves to guarantees, missing a 

payment constitutes “default” – which from a legal point of view constitutes a 

breach of contract. The creditor becomes entitled to claim the collateral posted and 
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even force the debtor into bankruptcy.  

While the main objective of lenders is capital protection, the main objective of 

entrepreneurs is the success (profitability) of the project being financed. The 

interests of the lenders and the entrepreneurs are thus not fully aligned. Secured 

lenders have little incentive, for example, to share information with their clients. The 

clients (borrowers) thus benefit little from the knowledge and expertise of bank 

officials.  

Under conventional interest-based financing backed up with collateral, the bank 

has no real incentive to share its information – it is guaranteed a fixed return in any 

case. In the Islamic system, the return to the bank depends on the return to the 

investor and hence the bank will have great incentive to ensure that the new 

investor has the best possible information for planning.19  

By contrast, the interests of investors on a profit and loss sharing basis and the 

entrepreneurs utilising the investors’ funds are closely aligned. The counterparties 

share a common interest: to see to it that their (commonly owned) productive assets 

become and remain profitable. 

Equity capital is raised by issuing shares, while loan capital is raised by borrowing. 

The latter can take place by taking loans from financial institutions or by issuing and 

selling bonds.20 In principle, it is better to raise funds by means of issuing shares than 

by issuing bonds. The main reason is that borrowing obliges entrepreneurs to 

commit themselves to paying predetermined amounts of interest, and also to 

guarantee (return) the lenders’ capital on dates likewise determined in advance. 

These guarantees have the effect of confining all business risks to the 
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entrepreneurs, and therefore increase the risk of bankruptcy in case the economic 

environment were to turn sour. 

Companies raise funds in the share market by inviting parties with excess savings 

to become shareholders in the issuing company. This “invitation” takes the form of 

an initial public offer (IPO) of shares, described in a prospectus (business plan).21 In 

exchange for share capital, investors become part owners of the company. As 

owners of the company, shareholders become responsible (liable) for its actions. 

This liability is normally limited to the amount that they have invested in the 

company. They bear the risks, on a proportionate basis, of their company’s activities. 

As such, they become eligible for a proportionate share of the profits, when profits 

are earned. They also become responsible for bearing losses, if any. The rewards or 

losses, if any, of the shareholders depend on how well they can manage their 

company. Good management generally brings profits; poor management generally 

results in losses. Thus, participating in business activity by investing in common 

shares maintains the link between responsibility and reward. 

Each share certificate entitles a shareholder to one share of the total profits in 

the course of a given accounting period. In case of a bankruptcy of the company, the 

ownership of each share entitles the shareholder to one share of the net assets of 

the company (shareholders’ equity or the difference between total assets and total 

liabilities).  

As owners of the company, shareholders are responsible for overall 

management. Shareholders elect representatives – members of the board of 

directors – at shareholder meetings. The board of directors in turn appoints the 
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executive officers (day-to-day management). The management reports to the board 

of directors and the board of directors reports to shareholders. It is common for 

senior executive officers, as well as large shareholders, to be on the board of 

directors. This facilitates communication between the shareholders and the 

management of the company.  

Shares and bonds are traded in the share and bond markets. Securities are also 

traded in the informal, over the counter (OTC) market. Here counterparties trade 

securities directly, without the mediation of stock or bond exchanges (markets). The 

total amount of equity (common shares) outstanding globally is approximately $42 

trillion. The total amount of bonds is almost double that amount or $80 trillion.  

In so far as common shares are profit and loss-sharing investment certificates, as 

long as other criteria are also met, investing in shares is consistent with the teaching 

of Islam. Purchasing a common share is equivalent to purchasing one share of a 

company. The ownership of each share entitles the shareholder to one share of the 

company’s profits or losses. Neither the profit nor the investment (capital) of the 

shareholders is guaranteed.  

When investors become partners in the company they help to finance they share 

the risks of business enterprise. This puts all shareholders on an equal footing, in 

proportion to their shareholdings. All are responsible for the outcome of the 

business enterprise. This provides investors with a compelling incentive to 

participate, however indirectly (such as by attending shareholder meetings), in the 

management of their companies.  
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Entrepreneurs who raise funds by way of issuing risk-sharing securities (shares or 

participatory sukuk) are under no obligation to pay profits to investors when their 

businesses earn no profits or incur losses. They pay dividends only when they earn 

profits. Whether profits are paid, and in what amount, is at the discretion of the 

entrepreneurs. No such discretion is available to entrepreneurs who raise funds by 

borrowing.  

Moreover, there is no requirement for entrepreneurs to return any of the capital 

to investors who participate in the business as partners; all businesses that raise 

capital on the basis of risk sharing effectively get to keep it. If investors wish to 

recover their investments, they can sell their shares or sukuk in the secondary 

markets. 

For these reasons, financing on a risk-sharing basis is “less risky in term of cash 

flow commitments. There is no obligation or liability to distribute or service profit 

when there is no profit made.”22 There may be losses from time to time, but there 

can be no defaults. 

All shareholders face the risk that the company may fail to earn profits, or that 

they may lose their investments in toto. Risks of losses, however, are balanced by 

the possibility – and in the case of well-managed enterprises the probability – of 

earning profits. This is in keeping with the principle, “the earning of gain is justified 

by taking risk.” Profits are expressed as an “x” number of dollars and cents per share, 

not as an “x” number of per cent out of the total amount invested.  

The risk of losses provides a strong incentive to investors to exercise due 

diligence before and after committing funds. Once funds are committed, 
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investors need to participate on an on-going basis in their company. The exposure of 

the investors’ capital to risk helps to ensure that only promising business plans will 

secure funding. This contributes to a more efficient allocation of resources and a 

reduction of waste. Efficiency – in the sense of supplying the required quantity and 

quality of products and services – is rewarded with profits. Inefficiency – providing 

products or services in excess of what is demanded by the market – is likely to result 

in losses.23  

Investors share profits and losses on a proportional basis. Those who invest 

more become entitled to a greater share of the profit than those who invest less. 

Sometimes a part of the profits is retained for future investment. Shareholders do 

not lose if a company does not distribute dividends. Retained profits strengthen 

share prices and shareholders benefit from capital gain.24 The possibility of capital 

gain provides an additional incentive to investors to invest in shares.  

Ordinary shares, unlike bonds or loans, do not come with income and capital 

guarantees. In particular, they do not come with “maturity” dates. They do not 

require issuers to refund to investors their capital on a date specified in advance. 

This means that issuers of shares, unlike those of bonds, are not under pressure to 

ensure that they have enough money return to investors their capital on the 

specified date. If investors wish to liquidate their investments, they can do so by 

selling their shares in the secondary market.  

The prices investors may obtain in the secondary market may be higher or lower 

than what they originally paid for the shares, depending on how well or poorly the 

company has performed. If the company performed well – and no significant market 
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failure (such as insider trading or share price manipulation) influenced share prices – 

it is likely that shareholders will obtain higher prices than what they initially paid. If 

the company performed poorly, it is unlikely that shareholders would obtain more 

than what they originally paid.  

In order for investors to buy shares, they need to have the confidence that their 

investments are well managed. This requires good corporate governance, 

transparency, a sound regulatory regime, and a level playing field. Tax laws that 

allow companies to treat interest payments as expenses, for example, put issuers of 

equity (shares) and equity-type instruments at disadvantage compared issuers of 

bonds.25 Such laws provide an incentive to companies to raise capital in the form of 

debt rather than equity. When tax laws are amended to create a level playing field 

between debt and equity, the issuance of equities and equity-like instruments can be 

expected to increase. 

High ethical standards are required of all stakeholders to maintain interest in, 

and the credibility of, equity financing. This requires transparency and accountability 

in all corporate and regulatory matters. Shareholders may shy away from equities 

when they see the value of their shares diluted on account of insider trading, fraud, 

violation of minority shareholders’ rights, misalignment of the interests of executives 

and shareholders, conflicts of interest or opaque transactions.  

When issuing shares does not appear to be a viable option, conventional 

businesses may borrow. Businesses borrow to finance expansion, pay off debts, or 

raise working capital. They can borrow either by taking out bank loans or by issuing 

bonds. 
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A bond is an IOU (I owe you) or a written promise (contract), issued by a 

borrower to a lender. The IOU is issued in exchange for a sum of money (loan). The 

borrower promises to pay back the principal amount of the loan, along with an extra 

amount (interest), on a specified date in future (maturity). The extra amount 

constitutes the incentive for parties with excess savings to make their funds available 

to those who experience a shortage. The exact amount of interest, the magnitude of 

each repayment and the date on which the principal needs to be repaid are all 

specified in advance.  

Unlike shareholders, bondholders know beforehand how much they are going to 

receive, when they are going to receive it, and when the principal amount of the 

loan will be returned to them. Bondholders receive rewards that have been 

determined and agreed upon in advance and therefore do not depend on the 

uncertainties (risks) of business enterprise. The fact that rewards paid to creditors 

are determined without any reference to the performance of the business they help 

to finance means that they are shielded from the risks facing those businesses.  

In other words, creditors do not share the risks faced by the enterprises they 

finance. It is for this reason that interest-based (collateralised) bonds have the effect 

of transferring risk rather than sharing it. The terms of the interest-based loan 

contract ensure that all risks remain with the borrower. The fact that creditors are 

paid rewards that are independent of the performance of the businesses they 

finance also means that there is no meaningful link between the magnitude of the 

interest payments paid to creditors and the efficiency of the businesses they finance. 

For this reason, interest-based financing, unlike equity financing, is at odds with a 
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fundamental principle of the free enterprise (capitalist) economy, which is that 

reward needs to be linked to performance (efficiency).  

As a result of having both their income as well as capital guaranteed, 

bondholders face little uncertainty (risk) compared to buyers of common shares. 

Unlike shareholders, bondholders do not play an active role in, nor take 

responsibility for, how the funds they provide in the form of loans are utilised. The 

responsibility for the use of the funds (with the corresponding risk) rests squarely on 

the shoulders of the borrowers. Secured lenders earn (interest) income solely for the 

service of providing a given amount of capital over a given period of time.  

Bondholders invariably make their capital available to issuers on a temporary 

basis. They are legally obliged to return capital to creditors on a date or dates 

specified in advance. The amount of interest is expressed as a fraction (percentage) 

of the total amount borrowed. Interest is paid on a periodic basis: annually, semi-

annually, monthly, or daily, depending on the terms of a particular agreement. The 

difference between “nominal” and “real” interest rates is due to inflation. If, for 

example, the inflation rate is five per cent per annum, and the nominal rate of 

interest is eight per cent, the real interest rate is 3 per cent (8 – 5 = 3%). Historically, 

real interest rate have been relatively constant in the longer term at about three per 

cent. 

Businesses issue bonds with the help of “underwriters” or investment banks. The 

underwriting institutions, which initially buy the company bonds, resell them to 

parties interested in “fixed income” instruments such as pension funds, insurance 

companies, and some individuals. Banks retain bonds they are unable to sell on their 
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own books. Privately placed bonds are sold directly to buyers without the assistance 

of financial intermediaries. Private placements are cheaper, because borrowers save 

on fees to investment banks for arranging and underwriting services.  

Bonds are issued (sold) in primary markets and traded in secondary markets. A 

limited number of bonds, mainly those issued by corporations, are listed on 

exchanges. Most bonds are traded over the counter (in a decentralised manner) or 

directly between broker-dealers and financial institutions. Participants in the bond 

markets include investment banks, hedge funds, insurance companies and pension 

funds. Buyers may be local or foreign.  

Bonds are classified according to maturity, risk, liquidity, and whether they are 

secured or not. Bonds issued by corporations are known as “notes” or (commercial) 

“paper.” Bonds can be of a long-term, medium term, or short-term nature. Long-

term bonds range from 12 to 30 years; medium term bonds (notes) are issued for a 

period of 1 to 12 years, while short-term bonds, known as “bills” or “money market 

instruments” mature in less than one year.26  

Bond prices vary inversely with interest rates. When interest rates fall, bond 

prices rise. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall. This is known as “bond market 

volatility.” When bonds are traded at above their nominal (par) value, it is said that 

they are traded at a premium. When they are traded below their nominal value, it is 

said that they are trading at a discount. The market price of a bond in a secondary 

market is the present value of the future payments by the issuer to the bondholder, 

calculated at the current interest rate.27 
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Returns on bonds are directly related to risk. The main risk facing bondholders is 

the risk of default. As risk rises, so does the yield. High-risk (and high yielding) bonds 

are known as “junk bonds.”28 The risk of default can be mitigated by requiring 

borrowers to post collateral or security. Creditors can also mitigate the risk of 

default by purchasing credit default swaps, a form of “insurance” on debt. 

A major difference between “fixed income” securities such as bonds and risk 

sharing securities such as shares is that bonds come with legally binding income and 

capital guarantees while shares do not. This means that, in the context of risk 

sharing, the possibility of default simply does not arise. Issuers of common shares 

are under no legal obligation to “guarantee” either profits or investors’ capital. The 

amount of profit paid to shareholders or partners by issuers of shares or equity like 

instruments is at the discretion of the issuers. No such discretion is available to 

issuers of debt or debt-like instruments. They have no choice in how much they will 

have to pay to creditors during any particular accounting period, as these amounts 

(as well as repayment dates) are commonly specified and contractually agreed upon 

by both parties in advance.  

Raising funds in the form of conventional loans effectively obliges borrowers to 

promise contractual certainty on the basis of operational uncertainty. Parties that 

raise funds in the form of debt rather than equity are obliged to make specified 

payments at agreed upon times regardless of the profitability of the assets that they 

invested in using the borrowed funds, and regardless of the market conditions 

prevailing at any particular time. This means that borrowers are legally obliged to 

keep up interest and principal repayments even when the productive assets invested 
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in using the borrowed funds experience losses.  

The need to guarantee both interest as well as principal means that should 

borrowers fail to make a promised payment on time, they will be in default. This may 

result in legal action against borrowers by creditors. The failure of a borrower to 

make a payment on time entitles lenders to seize whatever assets may have been 

pledged as collateral and possibly force borrowers into bankruptcy. The possibility of 

default thus puts borrowers under considerable pressure to ensure that their 

enterprises will earn sufficient profits to service the loans at all times.29  

It is therefore hardly surprising that businesses that meet their financing needs 

by borrowing have a higher rate of failure than businesses that obtain financing by 

issuing profit and loss sharing instruments: “the probability of bankruptcy and 

financial distress are increased when debt-based financing is used.”30 This is in sharp 

contrast to issuers of common shares, who are under no legal obligation to pay 

profits to shareholders (dividends) when no profits have been earned. 31  Thus, 

financing with the help of profit and loss sharing instruments such as common 

shares is more conducive to the success of the firm in the longer term, as such 

financing does not require issuers to make payments to the providers of capital even 

when the businesses financed by them experience losses.  

3. Implications  

Islam encourages sharing. This includes the sharing of wealth. In business, it 

includes the sharing of risks as well as rewards, of profits and losses. The form of 

business enterprise best suited to enable sharing is the partnership. A partnership is 
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a form of friendship. Forming a partnership presupposes a degree of trust among the 

partners. Trading and investment carried out by partnerships have many advantages. 

Partners pool their resources and in this way increase the amount of capital at their 

disposal. They also benefit from each other’s knowledge.  

Partners agree to share good times and bad, profits and losses. They have a 

common interest, the success of their business enterprise. Because profit and loss 

sharing contracts enable the sharing of profit, they contribute to a more equitable 

distribution of wealth. For this reason, partnerships are better suited for the 

realisation of the social objectives of Islam, in particular the alleviation of poverty 

and a higher quality of life.32  

Islamic finance is constructed upon the principle of brotherhood and 

cooperation. It promotes such sharing and cooperation between the provider of 

funds (investor) and the user of funds (entrepreneur).33 The Qur’an states, “Verily, 

this brotherhood of yours is a single brotherhood…”34  

Financial institutions generally lend on condition that borrowers provide income 

and capital guarantees to lenders. These conditions ensure that wealth remains, and 

indeed over time increases, among the well to do.35 Income and capital guarantees 

ensure that the amount of capital that “trickles up” in the form of loan repayments 

over the longer term will always be greater than any amount that may have “trickled 

down” in the form of loans in the shorter term. For this reason, the use of interest-

bearing bonds widens the gap between the rich and poor, and therefore does little 

to advance a leading social objective of Islam, an equitable distribution of wealth.  
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Making loans at interest is characteristic of a society where man is seen as an 

individual with few, if any responsibilities to his fellow man or to the larger 

community. In such a society, characterised by individualism, each person pursues 

his self-interest. A member of such a society is fundamentally indifferent to the fate 

of the “other.” He views life as a process in which any party can win only if another 

loses. There is little that members of such a community have in common. Islam, by 

contrast, envisions a society whose members have a common interest and even 

share a common destiny. It envisions an inclusive social structure in which no one 

lives outside the community. It is for this reason also that the Shariah supports 

partnerships rather than creditor/debtor relationships. Partnerships unify 

communities; creditor/debtor relationships divide them.  

Borrowing establishes and reinforces different relationships among 

counterparties than business partnerships. Debt is a legally enforceable contract 

between one party (debtor) and another (creditor). Going into debt means that the 

borrower becomes beholden to the creditor. Debt effectively places the debtor in a 

position of service to the creditor, for as long as the debtor has to service the loan. 

Thus, being in debt represents a form of servitude. The need to repay debt reduces 

the borrower’s disposable income and his standard of living. It also limits his ability 

to participate in other activities, at least until the debt is repaid. With high interest 

rates this can take a long time.  

Being in debt can be demoralising. A heavy burden of debt can reduce an 

indebted person’s confidence. A drop in the confidence level in turn may make it 

difficult for the indebted person to succeed. Paying off debt entails additional 
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hardship when compound interest (interest on interest) is added to the loan. If the 

debtor is unable to pay the full amount of interest, he or she will slide deeper into 

debt. Such debt may become impossible to repay. The person may fall into and 

remain in a debt trap.  

Going into debt entails risking one’s reputation. In case the debtor fails to repay 

a debt or to repay it on time, he would have broken his word. The failure to keep 

one’s promise brings disgrace. It may expose the defaulter to ridicule, contempt, 

blacklisting and other forms of social ostracism.36 Islam, while placing a high value on 

keeping one’s promises, also places a high value on dignity.37 It requires Muslims to 

protect their dignity and to refrain from violating that of others.38  

A relationship among partners requires more trust (amanah) than a relationship 

that obtains between creditors and debtors. The insistence on income and capital 

guarantees betrays a lack of trust by creditors in borrowers. Guarantees protect 

creditors from a possible failure by borrowers to repay their debts as promised. 

Partners, by contrast, have confidence in one another – and may even become 

friends – something that rarely takes place in creditor/debtor relationships. Indeed, 

many a friendship has come to end when a debtor failed to repay to a creditor. 

Friendship among partners, by contrast, need not terminate when partners suffer a 

loss, as they suffer it together. Indeed, friendship among partners may grow stronger 

as a result of a loss because the loss is shared. Thus, partnership is more in keeping 

with the spirit of brotherhood than a relationship that arises among creditors and 

debtors. Relationships between creditors and debtors tend to be adversarial; those 

among partners tend to be co-operative. Lending at interest destroys the spirit of 
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brotherhood; investing on a profit and loss sharing basis strengthens it.  

Going into debt imposes a burden on current as well as future generations. This 

may be unfair to future generations, as they may not benefit as much as the present 

generation from current spending financed by debt. Borrowings ultimately have to 

be repaid using tax revenue. Higher taxes necessary to repay debts reduce private 

spending, and thus impede economic growth. Excessive borrowing also restricts the 

government’s ability to maintain existing social programs and finance new ones. 

Excessive government spending using borrowed funds can contribute to inflation by 

driving up product and resource prices. 

Since profit and loss sharing (PLS) instruments do not create debt, it is better to 

utilise PLS rather than debt or debt-like instruments for the purpose of raising funds 

in the capital markets. Savings generated by avoiding indebtedness can be used for 

the economic development of the community. They can be used to increase 

spending on education, research and development as well as for building 

infrastructure. This kind of social investment can be expected to generate valuable 

productivity gains, especially over the longer term. In other words, savings from 

avoiding indebtedness can be used in a variety of ways to enhance the overall 

quality of life of the people. 

The primary principle of ethics is justice. Ethical acts are consistent with justice; 

unethical acts violate it. Whenever the laws of a community depart from justice, 

they also depart from ethics. At such time, reform becomes necessary. The challenge 

is to bring laws into harmony with the requirements of justice (ethics).  
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Justice requires giving each person his or her due. The well-being of individuals 

as well as of the society depends on how well the community conforms to the 

demands of ethics. Where a person gains a reward without a meaningful counter 

value in exchange, a degree of injustice takes place. Except in cases of charity or 

inheritance, such income remains unearned and therefore undeserved.  

Justice requires that reward has to be earned. In the ordinary course of events, 

income is earned by giving up what is known as a “counter value.” In the case of 

wages, the “counter value” is work. In the case of rental income, the counter value is 

a useful asset such as a house or a building. In the case of profits, the counter value 

is the provision of entrepreneurial skills and/or the willingness to share risks. In all 

cases (wages, rents and profits), a palpable counter value is given up in exchange for 

income. But what is the counter value given up by a lender in exchange for interest 

income?  

Work requires exertion over an extended period of time and skill. Investment 

requires performing due diligence, and the sharing of risk. Work and investment 

both contribute to the production of useful products or services. Both take place in 

the real economy. Moreover, the quantum of wages paid to workers is 

proportionate to the amount – and quality – of work performed. The amount of 

profits or loss is likewise proportionate to the capital invested. In al cases a 

meaningful counter values is given up in exchange for the reward earned.  

In lending at interest, by contrast, income is gained without giving up a 

meaningful counter value in exchange. For this reason, lending at interest is unlike 

any other income generating activity. It enables lenders to acquire income without 
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giving up anything more than time in exchange.  

The legalisation of interest enabled parties with surplus funds (the wealthy) to 

obtain income without work and even without having to take risk in a business 

enterprise. Because it enabled parties with surplus funds to “earn” income without 

work, the legalisation of interest had the effect of undermining “work ethic,” rather 

than the reverse, at least as far as lenders were concerned.  

The impact on debtors, by contrast, was predictably different. Going into debt 

obliges debtors to work harder than before, and harder than would have been the 

case if they had remained, or been able to remain, debt-free. In other words, lending 

at interest relieved lenders from having to work for a living, while at the same time 

forcing borrowers to worker harder than before. Borrowing at interest has other 

adverse effects. The need to repay debt reduces the borrower’s disposable income 

and standard of living. It also limits his ability to participate in other activities, at 

least until the debt is repaid. With high interest rates this can take a long time. 

The legalisation of lending at interest altered the relationship between business 

partners. It transformed it from one of relative equality, into one of inequality that 

characterises creditor-debtor relationships. The obligation to service the debt puts 

debtors at the “service” of the creditors.39  In this way, interest-based lending 

replaces a co-operative relationship, characterised by a sense of brotherhood, with 

one characterised by individualism. 40  At the same time, interest-based lending 

contributes to the fragmentation and disintegration of society.  

The damaging effects of lending at interest, however, would not manifest 

themselves on a large scale until centuries later, in the current debt crisis 
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engulfing a number of European countries, and threatening even Japan and the 

United States. The adverse effects of interest-based financing include reduced 

efficiency in the use of resources, economic and financial instability, persistent 

unemployment and endless inflation.  

The absence of the link between reward and performance makes interest-based 

lending inconsistent with a basic requirement of justice. This requirement is that 

reward needs to depend on, and indeed be proportionate to effort (productivity) or, 

in the case of business investment, risk.  

The fact that lenders earn income without work does not mean that income 

cannot be earned in an ethical way without working. Persons with no time, skills, or 

opportunities to become entrepreneurs can still participate in business. They can do 

this by investing in enterprises managed by others. They can buy common (ordinary) 

shares or bona fide participatory (mudarabah) sukuk.  

By becoming shareholders or partners in companies, investors agree to share 

business risk. They take a degree of responsibility for the outcome of the business 

enterprise they help to finance. This obliges them to share not only profits but also 

losses. Their rewards (profits) are justified by having taken business risk.  

Assessment of risk presupposes performing due diligence. Performing due 

diligence – the assessment of whether a given investment is or is not likely to 

succeed – requires a degree of knowledge. Thus, investors that earn profits by 

investing in risky enterprises may be said to be rewarded for a successful application 

of knowledge in performing due diligence.   
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The entrepreneur has to take responsibility for every decision. If he makes the 

right decisions, he is likely to succeed, and he and his partners (other shareholders) 

will earn profits. If he makes poor decisions, he is more likely to fail, with the result 

that he and his partners will incur losses. In other words, the entrepreneur and other 

shareholders are exposed to risk.  

By contrast, obtaining interest income by lending requires no factory to build, no 

equipment to operate, and no land to cultivate. There are no inventories, either of 

finished goods or raw materials, no marketing departments and no sales force. In 

other words, interest income is gained without engaging any factors of production. 

The reason is that lending at interest does not require any factors of production. 

Lending is fundamentally unproductive: the lender does not produce anything.  

The rationale commonly given why the borrower pays an additional amount 

(interest) to the lender is that without the willingness of the borrower to pay this 

additional amount, the lender would have been unwilling to make the loan in the 

first place. In other words, the lender claims interest to compensate him for his 

willingness to go without a given sum of money (the loan) for a specified period of 

time.  

It appears, therefore, that the lender is being compensated for giving time to the 

borrower to repay the loan. Accordingly, it has been claimed that the counter value 

for interest is time. The lender lends money to a borrower “for a time” in the 

expectation that the borrower will earn enough money in the meantime to repay the 

entire loan with interest, and perhaps even to generate some profit for himself.  
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The price (interest) to be paid by the borrower to the lender depends on the 

length of time for which the money is lent, on the total amount of the loan, as well 

as on the rate of interest charged. However, it is time a marketable product or 

service? Do lenders have ownership time?  

Another view is that the lender needs to be compensated for the effects of 

inflation. Inflation erodes the purchasing power of money. Due to inflation, the value 

of money decreases. Therefore, if the borrower were to return to the lender exactly 

the same number of units of currency that he borrowed initially, he might have 

returned exactly what he borrowed, but at the same time he would have returned a 

smaller value than what he borrowed. This would be unjust.  

The reason why the borrower has to pay back more than what he borrowed is to 

ensure that the value of the money that he returns to the lender will be the same as 

what he borrowed in the first place. In other words, the borrower has to pay an 

additional amount of money to the lender in exchange for a loan to ensure that the 

counter values in the exchange remain the same.  

Another view is that the lender needs to be compensated for the “lost 

opportunity” to earn profit with the money he loaned to the borrower. This rationale 

is also unconvincing, as there is no way of confirming that the lender would have 

earned any profit, let alone a profit equal to or greater than the amount of interest 

claimed by the lender.  

Loans at interest are in effect sales of money. The reason is that in an interest-

based loan a given amount of money (the loan) is being exchanged (sold) for a larger 

amount (the repayment with interest). The smaller amount is invariably paid 
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on the spot while the larger amount is paid on instalment. However, in such a 

transaction, the counter values exchanged are palpably unequal. A transaction 

where two unequal amounts of money are exchanged is therefore unfair. This holds 

true regardless of whether the two amounts of money are exchanged on the spot or 

with one (the larger) amount deferred.  

Despite the fact that lending at interest does not contribute to the real economy 

enormous sums in interest payments are paid to lenders. Substantial sums of money 

are spent to finance the trading of debt, in particular bonds. The trading of debt, 

however, merely transfers the ownership of receivables from one party to another; 

it does not generate any new wealth. This alone constitutes a considerable waste of 

resources.41  

In the typical industrial economy the total amount of interest paid to creditors 

ranges from 5% to 10% of the GDP. This seems to be a substantial sum of money to 

pay for so little. Thus, phasing out financing at interest and replacing it with risk 

sharing could be expected to increase real GDP by at least an amount equal to that 

currently paid in interest income to lenders. In an interest-free regime, income could 

be earned only in exchange for a real contribution to productive activity rather than 

for mere lending. 

Instead of using interest-based loans, capital needs to be channelled to 

entrepreneurs on the basis of risk sharing. This would require the suppliers of capital 

to share risks with entrepreneurs. The sharing of risk would supply the ethical 

justification for claiming a share of the entrepreneurs’ profits currently missing from 

lending. This would also ensure that all income paid to capital providers would take 
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the form of permitted profit rather than forbidden interest.  

In a well-structured system of incentives, differences in achievement generally 

reflect differences in effort, ability, and commitment. God rewards those who work 

for a good cause. Yet lending at interest rewards people differently. The amount of 

interest income, unlike wages, does not depend on the effort made by its recipients. 

Indeed, lending cannot reward a lender for effort, because gaining interest income 

from lending requires no significant effort to speak of.  

For this reason, interest income is a poor incentive for the realisation of 

productivity (efficiency). The possibility of living off interest income is likely to 

encourage people to become passive lenders rather than active contributors. The 

interest paid to the lender comes from the wages or profits of the worker or 

entrepreneur, respectively. The interest “earned” by a lender comes from the lawful 

income of other parties. 

What is known as collateral is an asset of value (at least equal to or greater than 

the amount of the loan) that the creditor can claim from the borrower in the event 

that the borrower (collateral owner) is unable to repay the loan or maintain the 

required repayments. The requirement for borrowers to post collateral means that 

even if a business financed by a creditor goes bankrupt, the creditor is able to 

recover his capital without loss. This shields the creditor from the risks faced by the 

borrower.  

In a loan secured with collateral the creditor takes no responsibility for the 

outcome of the business enterprise he helps to finance by lending at interest. 

Gaining a reward without taking risk, however, runs counter to well-known 
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Islamic maxims such as al-ghurm bi al-ghunm, “profit is justified by taking risk,” and 

al-kharaj bi al-daman, “earning profit requires taking responsibility.” 

Since borrowers tend to be poor and lenders rich, interest-based lending 

gradually transfers wealth from the poor to the rich. Over the longer term, this 

transfer widens the gap between the rich and poor. Wealth becomes progressively 

concentrated among the wealthy, as only the latter – on account of their wealth – 

are in a position to lend. But the concentration of wealth in the hands of the few 

runs counter the Qur’anic injunction that wealth should circulate among all 

segments of society.42  

The concentration of wealth in the hand of the few causes a number of adverse 

long-term consequences. Such a gap acts as a formidable impediment to economic 

growth. A large gap between the rich and poor endows some (the wealthy) with 

more wealth than they can reasonably spend in ways that result in the generation of 

new wealth.  

At the same time it leaves others (the poor) with less than what they require to 

meet – in some cases – even basic needs, to purchase (and consume) the very goods 

that they themselves may have helped to produce. Collectively the wealthy spend 

too little on consumer goods and services due to their small numbers. The poor, on 

the other hand – even though there are many of them – spend too little due to their 

limited or non-existent wealth. Thus, many goods produced remain unsold, without 

buyers. A surplus develops.  

The wealthy will not buy the surplus goods because they do not need them, and 
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also because they are more likely to buy expensive or luxury goods. The poor, by 

contrast, will not buy them simply because they cannot afford them.  

Thus, a surplus of products accumulates and economic activity remains sluggish, 

due to the limited amount of disposable income on the part of the vast majority of 

people caused, among other factors, by the diversion of disproportionate amounts 

of purchasing power from the poor to the wealthy by means of interest-based 

lending.  

In this way, the gradual accumulation of wealth on the one side (among the 

wealthy) and its matching decline on the other (among all others) ensures that 

aggregate demand – and with it – aggregate supply (GDP), becomes lower and lower 

as time passes, allowing for increases such as those due to population growth.  

To make matters worse, the concentration of wealth in fewer and fewer hands 

provides an incentive for businesses to produce luxury products that cater to the 

tastes of the wealthy. This commonly takes place at the expense of producing 

necessities to meet the needs of the majority of people. An overproduction of luxury 

goods and a lack of basic necessities constitute additional evidence of inefficiency 

and injustice, besides causing hardship for people that have to do with limited, low 

quality or non-existent basic amenities.  

As the poor are more numerous than the wealthy, an increase in the disposable 

income of the poor will do far more to increase aggregate demand, and thereby 

stimulate overall economic growth, than any increase in the wealth of a few. A single 

person can at most eat one meal, wear one set of clothes, occupy one house, or 
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drive only one automobile at any one time.  

Thus, any increase in the wealth of those who are already wealthy is unlikely to 

increase the demand for basic goods and services in any perceptible way. This is why 

tax advantages to the wealthy can be expected to have only a minimum positive 

effect on aggregate demand and spending. For this reason, an effective and 

sustainable national development policy needs to aim at raising the disposable 

income of all, rather than only of a few individuals.  

A response to the problem of inequitable distribution of wealth can take the 

form of replacing financing by lending at interest with financing on the basis of risk 

sharing. This will arrest the trickle of funds flowing to wealthy lenders in the form of 

guaranteed interest payments and help to ensure that wealth is shared more 

equitably by circulating it among all sectors of society, as indeed required by Islam. 

Sharing brings many advantages. When wealth is shared, all members of society 

are able to acquire and enjoy some wealth. Thus, everyone has a reason to become 

and remain content. This contributes to peace and security. A community is bound 

together more firmly when wealth is shared. In a society where wealth is shared 

equitably – and this does not mean equally – there is neither poverty nor opulence. 

In such a society there is little disaffection, alienation and, most likely, little if any 

crime.  

Equitable sharing of wealth is evidenced by the absence of excessive disparities – 

surpluses or shortages of wealth – among different sections of society. A “significant 

disparity” is a gap between the rich and poor that is greater than what is warranted 

by differences in effort and ability. While some disparities are justified by 
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natural differences among people, interest-based lending makes this gap worse. It 

does this by channelling wealth in the form of interest payments from the needy 

(borrowers) to the wealthy (lenders).43  

Islam calls for the believers to share. This includes the sharing of wealth. In 

business, it requires the sharing of risks as well as rewards, of profits as well as losses. 

The form of business enterprise best suited to enable sharing is the partnership. 

Trading and investment carried out by partnerships have many advantages. Partners 

can pool their resources and in this way increase the amount of capital at their 

disposal. They can also benefit from each other’s knowledge.  

Partners agree to share good times and bad, profits and losses. They have a 

common interest, the success of their business enterprise. Because risk-sharing 

contracts enable the sharing of profit, they contribute to a more equitable 

distribution of wealth. For this reason, partnerships are better suited for the 

realisation of the social objectives of Islam, in particular the alleviation of poverty 

and a higher quality of life.44  

Islamic finance is constructed upon the principle of brotherhood and 

cooperation, which stands for a system of equity-sharing, risk-sharing, and 

stake-taking. It promotes such sharing and cooperation between the 

provider of funds (investor) and the user of funds (entrepreneur).45 

By contrast, sharing is conspicuously absent from relationships that obtain 

between creditors and debtors. Creditors distance themselves from the challenges 

(including risks) facing debtors, and are generally more concerned with timely 

repayments of loans and the preservation of their capital than with the success of 
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the business enterprises they help to finance. The interests of the counterparties in a 

creditor/debtor relationship coincide only partly. This has significant social 

implications, and is also at odds with the teaching of Islam, which emphasises that at 

the level of dignity, human beings are all created equal. “We have bestowed dignity 

on the children of Adam,” says a well-known verse in the Qur’an.46  

The creditor/debtor relationship is favourable to creditors and unfavourable to 

borrowers. In collateralised or secured lending, not only are risks not shared, they 

are confined entirely to borrowers. Ensuring that risks remain with the entrepreneurs 

is accomplished by means of income and capital guarantees. Should the borrower 

incur losses, he must maintain payments as promised. In case the borrower fails to 

repay the loan as a result of any losses, the lender takes possession of the collateral 

pledged by the borrower as security for the loan. This is why it is in principle 

problematic to speak of a “risk premium” in any secured (collateralised) loan. 

Islam encourages partnership relationships in preference to a creditor/debtor 

relationship. Human dignity is better protected in partnerships and more at risk in 

creditor/debtor relationships. Secured lending introduces a win/lose relationship 

between the counterparties. If a debtor is unable to repay debt, the creditor can 

take possession of the collateral pledged for the loan. By contrast, in risk-sharing 

partnerships partners share profits and losses, either in proportion to their 

investments, or according to the terms of the partnership.  

4. Conclusions  

Equity financing enables trading and investment in Shariah compliant ways, as 
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investors earn profit (or rent) rather than interest. The difference between bonds 

and sukuk corresponds to the difference between lending (at interest) and trading or 

investing (for profit). In order to earn legitimate profit, investors need to take 

responsibility for the outcome of an investment, which requires the taking of risk. 

Neither profits nor capital is guaranteed. The taking of responsibility (risk) justifies 

the earning of profit. Holders of sukuk become owners not merely of securities, but 

also of the underlying assets (backing) those securities. It is the underlying assets 

that generate the returns to investors. There is a direct link between the productivity 

(efficiency) of the underlying assets, and the dividends paid to investors. 

By contrast, the issue and sale of conventional bonds does not require issuers 

(borrowers) to sell any assets to bond buyers (lenders). Only the bond is sold to 

investors. The fact that interest payments as well as the principal amount are 

guaranteed means that buyers of (collateralised) bonds take little or no risk. If 

issuers fail to pay any part of the agreed upon payments or the principal amount of 

the loan on time, they will be in default. Creditors will become legally entitled to 

take possession of any collateral pledged to secure the loans. For this reason, 

collateralised lending at interest is fundamentally risk-free.  

While default is not a crime in most countries, it entitles creditors to take legal 

action to recover any outstanding amount of a loan. They may commence to take 

action to repossess any assets owned by debtors. A default cannot happen in 

contracts structured to share profits and losses, such as sukuk musharakah or 

mudharabah, as they are not loans but profit and loss sharing contracts. Issuers of 

profit and loss sharing sukuk, unlike issuers of conventional bonds, have no legal 
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obligation to pay dividends to investors when no profits have been earned. This 

means that investors will not receive dividends when losses are incurred. Investors 

may earn dividends when the underlying assets become profitable again.  

 

Endnotes  

 

                                                        

1  Preference or preferred shares constitute a hybrid between bonds and shares. 

Preference shares pay fixed returns, characteristic of bonds, out of profits, a source of 

dividend payments to ordinary shareholders. 

2 Share markets are also known as “stock” or “equity” markets, while bond markets are 

also known as “credit” or “fixed income securities” markets. 

3 The share (or stock) market is a market for the buying and selling of companies. The 

bond market is the market for capital. 
4 “World Stock and Bond Markets and Portfolio Diversity,” Asset Allocation Advisor, 

November 15, 2009,  

http://www.ohio.edu/people/prevost/FIN%20443/Chapter%201%20ancillary%20materi

al/world_stock_and_bond_markets_nov2009.pdf. 

5 Chapra, M. Umer Towards a Just Monetary System, The Islamic Foundation, 1985, p. 

59. 

6 Ibid, p. 55. 

7 Qur’an, 2: 278. 

8 Ibid, 2: 280. 

9  As one observer noted, “interest on debt is one of the world’s most powerful 

instruments for redistributing wealth from the poor to the rich.” Anielski, Mark 2004: 

“Genuine Wealth and the Good Life,” article originally written for the publication in the 
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Summer 2004 edition of YES! A Journal for Positive Futures on the subject of “The Good 

Life,” p. 2. Available online at: 

<http://www.anielski.com/old_site/Documents/Anielski%20Good%20Life.pdf> 

10 See Abdul Karim Abdullah “The Pitfalls of Riba or Interest-based Financing,” ICR, Vol. 4, 

No. 1, Jan. 2013. 

11 “SMEs today account for more than 98 per cent of Europe’s business and provide 

more than 67 per cent of jobs in the union which makes them the most important drivers of 

European long-term economic growth and sustainable job creation. A recent study by the 

European central bank reported a deterioration in the availability of bank loans … for 

eurozone SMEs applying for a loan.” De Backer, Philippe “SMEs crucial to Europe’s economic 

and job stability,” The Parliament, 27 September 2014, available online at:  

<https://www.theparliamentmagazine.eu/articles/opinion/smes-crucial-

europe%E2%80%99s-economic-and-job-stability> 

12 Qur’an, 2:275-280. 

13 Thus there is no need to worry that when common shares are traded debt is also 

traded. All debt is automatically subtracted from the values of the share, as all liabilities are 

subtracted from the total assets of the company to determine the book value of the share.   

14  Robert Skidelsky, in Skidelsky, Robert and Christian Westerlind Wigstrom, The 

Economic Crisis and the State of Economics, Palgrave Macmillan, 2010, p. 8. 

15 In consumer finance, the collateral is usually provided by the very item that is 

purchased using the borrowed funds, in most cases a house or an automobile. 

16 Arshad Zaman and Asad Zaman, “Interest and Modern Economy”. 

17 Ibid., 71. 

18 Ibid., 72. 

19 Ibid., 72. 

20 Borrowing from a bank is a less direct way form of borrowing, as banks themselves 

first have to “borrow” from parties with surplus funds (depositors). Issuing and selling bonds 

is a more direct way of borrowing, but even here financial institutions, in particular 

investment banks, help borrowers by providing “underwriting” services. This entails finding 
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buyers for the bonds, drawing up bond contracts, and providing other services. For these 

services, investment banks get commission fees which is a percentage of the total bond 

issue, commonly around 3 to 5 %. 

21 Shares can also be placed (sold) privately (over the counter), without going (public) to 

the share market. 

22 n.a. The Islamic Securities (Sukuk) Market, Securities Commission Malaysia, LexisNexis, 

2009, p. 14. 

23 Providing goods and service that are in demand by society is macro-economic (social) 

efficiency. The micro-economic (business) meaning of efficiency is producing a product or 

service with the least amount of input (at the lowest possible unit cost), without sacrificing 

quality. 

24 This assumes that share prices reflect company performance accurately, which need 

not always be the case. 

25 Treating interest payments as expenses reduces the taxable income of companies 

that raise capital in the form of loans. Such laws discourage companies from raising capital in 

the form of equity.  

26 Shabnam Mokhtar, Saad Rahman, Hissam Kamal, and Abdulkader Thomas, “Sukuk 

and the Capital Markets,” in Sukuk, ed. Abdulkader Thomas, 18-19. 

27 The concept of present value can be understood by asking, “how much investment 

would one need to make in order to obtain all the future payments paid by a bond issuer, 

given the prevailing (equilibrium) rate of interest?” Suppose the face value of a bond that 

matures in one year is $1,000.00. Assume next that the prevailing market interest rate is 8%. 

The present value of this bond will be x = 1,000/1.08, which is equal to $925.92. Thus, the 

present value of a $1,000.00 bond that matures in year, given that the market interest rate 

for bonds with comparable risk profiles is 8%, is $925.92. This means that an “investment” of 

$925.92 will bring returns equal to $1,000 – 925.92 = $74.07. The latter amount ($74.07) 

represents 8% of $925.92. 

28 For this reason investors should beware of “high-yielding” portfolios, as these are as a 

rule produced only by high-risk issues, where the risk of default on the repayment of the 

principal amount is high. 
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29 Some recent examples of well-known insolvencies include Enron, WorldCom, Global 

Crossing, Barings, Drexel Burnham Lambert, Long Term Capital Management and General 

Motors, whose debt of US$453 billion was downgraded to junk status in 2005. See Ann 

Pettifor, The Coming First World Debt Crisis (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 10-
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